
FEATURES

˚   Low cost W-Beam end Terminal

˚   Available as a tangent or flared system

˚   Simple Installation

˚   NCHRP 350 Accepted TL-3

˚   Utilizes a non-extruding, fixed impact head design

˚   Uses similar components for tangent and flared systems

˚   W-Beam telescopes during impact

˚   Designed using many standard non-proprietary W-Beam 

˚   W-Beam components

OVERVIEW

X-LITE® is a Re-directive, Gating, TL-3 W-Beam End Terminal featuring excellent impact 

performance at an affordable price.

Utilizing a patented telescoping non-extruding design, the X-LITE® Guardrail End 

Terminal provides the lifesaving performance of gating terminal without the high cost.

The X-LITE® has been engineered to allow maximum interchangeably for flared and 

tangent roadside applications. This yields significant savings in inventory and 

maintenance costs. Additionally, The X-LITE® has been designed using many standard, 

off-the-shelf W-Beam components. 

The X-LITE® has been crash tested and accepted in accordance to NCHRP 350 

TL-3.

2000 kg Pickup truck impacting at 100 kph end-on

TERMINAL ENDS

X-LITE® 
TL-3 Redirective, Terminal End



SUMMARY

The X-LITE® has been engineered to provide a safe and low-cost solution 

to W-beam ends treatment needs.  Leveraging off X-Tension® Technology 

and smartly simplifying it to make it even more accessible to the market.

Contact Valmont Highways today for more information on this and other 

road safety products. 

X-LITE® and X-Tension® are registered trademarks of Lindsay Transportation Solutions. 

Valmont HighwayTM is a trademark of Valmont Industries.
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Specifications

Length 11.4m
Height 710mm or 790mm
Steel Posts 6

Max Flare 1200mm

LON Post #3

NCHRP TL-3

Post Spacing 1905mm
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SPECIFICATIONS

˚   Length of need (LON) starts at post #3 

˚   Max flare: 1200mm over 3 lengths of rail (flared system)

˚   System length – 11.4 meters 

˚   27” or 31” (710 mm or 790 mm) height option

˚   Uses standard W-Beam

˚   NCHRP 350 TL-3 tested 

˚   Fully Re-directive, Non-gating

˚   Steel posts


